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2 Cleaning Tests based on DGS/61.#9?

A --- t surface is prepared b~L5~ n rA r.ft-r-rcc furnace fue.l

oil cntc. '4 metal plate. The stilld is I 'hfn spr'iyed with
detergc-nt and after a soak time .1 I- nrru' er wlish-d vilh sa water.
In this report +he sea water uvel w . :ynt~hetiL water made up to
the f-rmulrntinnr in IP Stivddrd. i-I- louIY, rv. .1. Products

'While the cleanirg ten't was r_.,' pj;i !u~:r~y rcievara'. during
the ti~me the '-il was still 11;&tar5d n th". iuea, -die r#e;ul~s did give
some :uincr the rate (if per&*~.,'i ,n I tr.,- drtetgett. into the
.-i: 1*,1m, and :nce the oil was dr;,%cr. ash,:-e cnating beaches, rocks
and J-.*iets, the cleaning propert~les became of prime importance.

Cle&Ling tests to DGS/6992 are 4rr.-d (t1A'. on 12" x 12" panels,
but- bc_au&F, -f the large number of TC le-ergent samples and limited
'Areri for stoving the tes- p,.mis, their size had to be
redu- ed. initially 3" x 1" panels were used, but it was found
difficult to obtain on them an even stived oil film. Finally
6"v x 3"1 panels were chosen, as Lsh:vr, in Fig. I Where differentiation
b&'.wer. _4imilar products was requ~rcA, ~r where a detergent was border-
line ~': , -- being a.-cepted cr -~1:r. ._eaning pr .perties a check

w..v-k: arri-ed out using 12" x .!" 1.,.re.s

Dittrgtnts were placed ir. :r.e f 1'.v- iarses az:crding tr. their
,leararp* tcs'. rerultt. Classer w'zrc:-

Class 1, Majority (.f fuel oil remo~ved
C!s Apprx.mate., -5% ?'ut- i; remz'.-ed

Cl1ass 3 Apprcxixa,"'.. 01 !,:.l . rpm.,ved
Clues L Appr -x.lL mp.t. ' - ": i&. r... t

Consid~ztatiz~n was given t-a the bs.akire, vtme bewveen spraying the
delergent on.,. the test panel, and waz i~ .ff wvi'. sea water it
was f.-;j that certai. detergentz w ..l tt: .ne-4sc %% Claser 1 if
%re !oc* par.el1 was washed mmeiael., .- fer eprayirng .r. detergent,

beft t :: 30mnts .d e -c as Class 5,. In use on
the bea~hes, it seemed unlikely that wasning down wculd follow
immedisi-1 cAfter spraying on detergtr*., &e2-!A..v ;.L films were
aiketj tba mu-h thicker cn ro-kt t-- , tte, c. -he test pairels
,pp~r ' x.n.--11y C 15 mn), and finuili4 z'2r.~y vtoher the temperaturg

.:f .ar.d, - K&, etc., could be '. ~ m-re! rhan 'he average 70 F
'u .y temperature at which *te .. hw.* rr- e~ed F-r these

reas .r- 11," :ak time" was jr.~r' ',ad wa, fi ged f:r

R.tsvaried frcm compit-e n~..~ _-M .- 3. fa the
s.:-ved *..-1 Figure 1 sh-vs ss..' ja'.e~s jifr-!. 1-Anirng teza's.

Sf.-- 84 36 ard 63 w-re ~ess ,wh.- aCnd 39 werp
re- rsuits are g;. r. Tht. n

Any de'.-'ger. a~sessei C-ats - :..' "ior., pr-jrc-aes was

Best Available Copy



3. EmuiLsificaion Tests based i. . P q'9

The tes ernsists ct emuisi:j..r~g a Na,'a. *urbine lubri:ating
cl OEF-69 r :whi Oh is added 25% do ergrt ' al uia*ted ::n the volume
,-4 ci -w.:th sea water and then r.,ti r~g rnt break i:wn of the emulsion
.c'er a p--r:.ai of 5. hcurr Th g;-'- b'- -r d:erentiatzan, a further
reacting -fr emulsi. breakdvr. wus mnile al*-. ?,. 11. zrs fc-r sze"P of the
be~r. r *i*ergents

Figure 2 shows a ser.es cf emu16~.:-n terts with OEP-69 (top)
and crude cil tb,,'ttoiO after apprcxmael 5 h;1urs starjding. Sample
97 gave g:.,.-xJ emulsion stability, vk..,e 68 was assessed pzcr. The
redu:!ed separati~n 2DtO cii and water w.,h -rude - emulsions can
be seen A full set 3f emulsio~n stsbi.x ) r-ts'lts are given in
Table 1 .

A~tbough the Torrey Canyon wae :-irr~ir~g criide cil, a very
different product from the highly reafir.el and adiive treated
turbine zn OEP-69, the latter was :oidered to be a mere difficult
oil to emulsify and therefore would give better differentiation
bet wefn the gocd and bad detergents. Tthe b's-* materials sh.'wed
lttle emulision breakdown after it. r,:u:, n- p-.-r-et gave simost

czomplp- separati ri within ; h~tr. Ls*e wh-n~ a supply f ,rude oil
( Kuw- .t Exp. r t Crude) f rom !he c ama i- . s the .;i . -arried by the
Torrey Canyon was ibtairned, the tee,, wert v'opteivd using crude oil
with the better detergent materi& e Ter tEuu*s vhi,-h sre given
in Table I, -.- nfirmed that in gera.,es.li. :f #,rude :;I and
sea water vere mcre stable than em ~~w.-r CEP-69

4. Tne rifee for hddifi.naL #L6!-

As rtp.r & came inl :n the d9~-~. r '. siiks at sea,
it oe:&me apparent that emulsificati, r, .4 Itbt deterger' treated oil
nain~y -:t-urred through wave actit.r. vArl I-), a aetteer es~tent frcm the
was-h fr-)m the spraying vessels Tte emuiis:r.n c in DGS/6992
designed tt) simulate passing the tresood vater mixture
thrcugh % :enrtrifugal bilge pump., w~s trltdy sppr .p.-ae f:)r this
w.'rk arnd might even be giving 111bla511g :tF11*'8. In a nuamber of
insrar:e.. was found that due . !he erg'zetirrtng and the
particu.dr water/oil rati.,) used, waler irs .. euis:ns were being
f:;rmed if. '.he emuls&i.in test, and ths w .. 1d be~ asseesed as
satjsz'a.!.ry, whereas they are ever, --r zu'isfa:.rt !h-in n'

W, rh the emphasis changed frL.T Is ge , .- ar-xrv *c- c41 dispersal
it w ' a ..bvivtut tha! a more realiali: -,.- wtks -o.juirtd Little
work has boer. pub'.iehed in the *.2.*; J'-e'g-rts J this
naturo j C Tair ii nt- :.,;j'C ;f
Petrcipum gave a methed used by Esa , ut *rnit' d.1 n;,t *:mulate
diszpesi., t~y vave a.-i -r. arid was rsr.er amf- , r.suaing The? USA
hsa',e a '~:!~t-3 fr a En".' . .f.t#r Cti SI1lk, but
th~,s r~..:~arge 4u~::*.#.s :f t-a 'ea*-rt .d c , nsiderable
number t i n-h~izra per sampie t..stei
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Two approaches were tried at AOL:-

(a) Emulsion formation with low input of energy and high
water to crude oil ratios, using the swirling table
emulsion test.

(b) Measurement of the interfacial tension between sea

water and detergent treated fuel cil.

5, Swirling Table Emulsion Test (STET)

The STET was developed in a matter of days from equipment
that was easily obtained and was intended to, as closely as
possible, simulate the conditions pertaining to oil dispersal
at sea. During test development i was constantly in mind that
a test of this type would need to be capable of:-

(a) Rapidly comparing samples from different suppliers
(b) Using little operation time
(c) Being capable of surveying a range of treatment levels
(d) Being reasonably repeatable
(c) Using cheap easily obtainable equipment
Figure 3 shows uhe table (4) in use, with 4 tests being

run simultaneously.

(a) Outline of Method

2 ml. of the crude oil is floated on the surface of 50 ml.
of 3% sodium chloride solution in a 100 ml. squat form beaker and
the appropriate amount of the detergent added. The beaker is
swirled gently and observations of the degree of emulsification
of the contents are made a regular intervals. These observations
are combined to give a single rating number for each treatment
rate.

(b) Test Procedure

50 ml. of 3% sodium chloride solution were placed in a
prepared beaker and 2 ml. of the crude oil added. The requisite
amount of the detergent was pipetted onto the oil, i.e. 0.1 ml.
for the 5% treatment, 0.2 for the 10%, and 0.4 for the 20%. The
table was set swirling at 130 cycles per minute. After one hour
of swirling the table was stopped and the contents of the beaker
examined. This was completed ar rapidly as possible as some
separation takes place on st pping, particularly in the early
stages of the test. The contents were rated as follows:- (See
Figure 4).

Faing i Complete emulsion formed
Rati]ng 2 Emulsion with slick
Rating 3 Emulsion with oil film
Rating 1 Emulsion spread to the bottom of the

beaker but still little reduction in
the oil layer

Yiting 5 No significant emuisifiction
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The swirling was cortinued f s. i further hur and another
assessmen: made. A further three peri:ds 1 swirling for 1 hour,
were carried out, assessing at the end of each hcur

(c) Tes: Results

An abridged lis- ;f the hour by hour assessments is shown
in Tab,.e 2. There is considerable difficulty in zomparing such
a grCup of numbers and they were condensed to yield single
rating numbers. Two methods of doing this were tried:-

;a) The sum of the ratings minus 5 t, give an unweighted
rating number in a scale from 0-20. Products with a rating
number (unweighted) of 0 being completely emulsified in one hour
and those with a rating number of 20 still being completely
separate after 5 hours swirling.

(b) The sum of the products of the ratings and the
number Df hzurs on test minus "159 yielding a rating number
(weighted) scale from 0-60. There is little %o be gained fTom
using the latter method regularly, the results not showing much,
greater resolution than the unweighted rating numbers. When,
however, it is necessary to resolve fine differences between
detergents at the poorer end of the scale, the weighted rating
number will favour products that with time produce complete
emulsions instead of those that yield parti.d emulsification at
an early stage and never progress beyond this state. It should
be emphasised that the differentiation is between the less
meritcrious products, which tend to be somewhat bunched together
when using the unweighted rating number.

The full list of results for the STET is given in Tables 3
(unweighted) and 4 (weighted).

Considering the results as from Table 3, the materials can
be divided into three groups:-

Group I Efficient emulsifiers at all 3 treatment rates

e.g., TC 10, 16, and 51.

Grcoup II Increasing emulsification efficiency with
increasing treatment rates e.g. TC 17, 31,
38, 98.

Group III Low emulsifying efficiency at all treatment
rates, e.g TC 3, 7, 11, 96.

Table 5 shows these groupinp in ap5rximate deseending-oder of merit,
and in addition gives an approximate percentage of surfactant, type
of surfactant, and percentage aromatics in the solvent, where known.
More detailed analy-tical results are given in Part 3 (Confidential)
of this report.

It was hoped that some pattern as to the requirements of a good
emulsifying detzrgent would appear from the results in Tables 3. 4,
and 5 bli, it i.; considered that no defini. -onclusions can be made
Vwth,.j a largu quantity of m,re detailed analysis on a greater
rang f products.

I..oo..
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There is an indication that the surfactan-s should be a
mixture of non-ionic and ionic materials, and oniy products with
such combinations of surfactants received the top rating in this
test.

There is also an indication that there must be some aromatics
in the solvent, perhaps 20 to 25%. Except for TC 61 which is
believed to have an aromatic content of less than 10% and TC 49
with an aromatic content of 17%, no product has a rating less than
15 with an aromatic content less than 24%.

The percentage of surfactant in the detergent does not
necessarily give any indication of emulsification efficiency,
although products with the top rating, with the exception of TC 98
have a minimum of 20% surfactant. However, just -..aing the
surfactant does not necessarily increase emulsification efficiency,
e.g. TC 97 and 98 differ only in surfactant content having, 10% and
5% respectively. TC 38 and 39 also differ only in surfactant content,
having 50% and 20% respectively. With both these pairs of products,
there appears little difference in emulsification performance
despite the dif'erences in surfactant content.

It seemed from these results that there was no easy way to
obtain an efficient detergent by composition specification, and that
efficiency would have to be assessed by practical testing of each
product.

(a) With "Chocolate Mousse"

Much, if not the majority, of the beach contamination was
found to be water in oil emulsion with a high water content and not
aged crude oil with relatively little water. The sea water content
varied up to about 70T%, (the theoretical maximum for close packed
spheres) at which level the contamination had the appearance and
consistency of chocolate mousse. Such emulsions are readily prepared
in the laboratory by stirring Cr gently swirling the appropriate
amounts of oil and water together for a sufficient period of time.
The efficiency of the detergents was found to vary when tested on the
oil emulsion and a further merit assessment was requested to find
the best products to deal with this "chocolate mousse"

The STET was modified to obtain this information by placing
two grams of an emulsion of the oil from the Torrey Canyon that
had been removed from a beach, in the beaker and then added 0.2 ml.
of the chosen detergent and allowing the sample to stand for 15
minutes. 50 ml. of the sodium chloride solution were then edded and
the beaker placed on the swirling table and the test carried out as
for testing for emulsion forming ability. Assessment was made of
the degree of dispersion of the emulsion and its type. These were
rated on the same scale as was used for the emulsion forming test.
The sample of emulsion used contained 70% of water and the treat-
ment rate, calculated on the oil ccntent was therefore approximately
30%. The results are given in Table 6.

I..0.0. .



One nrn-dftergeznt materi-;.. :.n j d,.fferer.t manner was
also tried, tbis was sawdus zire- i'h TC ;-. .: ri.nder i* lipcphilic
and hydr.-phoblc This was sprinkle- -r. he Pmu-'2in before The water
was added and a4 the end cf the ve - was we.: w.-crked -ntr, the emulsion
to form an eas!y handled s.emi s-,-d N.- cii appeared tc be
libere ed into the wa:ir in th .F , e.

A different deterj.ent cr.4e: .f mefit was -b-ained in this
modified Swirling Tab:e Fu-aie-- '.- Lst with samples of water in oil
emuls.n, H.-.wever, as materials be:ng used. at that time (marked
with an asterisk in Table 6: were -mong tbse given top ratings,
it was considered unnecessary and cractica11y operationally
unwc.rkable to recommend one ma ufa'tLrer's product as suitable for
dealing with the -rude cil in the a'-a cf the Torrey Canyon, and
another manufaoturer's produ .'t fir the emulsified oil when it
reached the beach.

6. Interfacial Tension Measurements

Detergents used in treating cil spills can be assessed by their
effect in redu:ing the cil-wa:er interfacial ten&i'An Thus, a
spreading coeffi.ient S fe.z n- quid nn Arccther is ccnsidered by
Davies and Rideait J.963) (5) and is giver. by the expression

S WA OA 6 + 0oW)
where__WA is the water-air st rface --ensinY'A the :.il-air surface

ts.nsin and the interfaz:al r . As the interfazial tension
is reduced '-le spreading ¢ceff,::e: increases, and minimal erergy
for emulsIi .aLr3n is apprca:hel as r.-erfa:i'l tensio apprCaches
Ler-.

Of the two most :cmmor.ly uied me.thods for measuring interfacial
tension, namely the du-Ncu'y tenscmeter and the "drop-weight" method,
the latter lends itself to the mcre aczurate measurement of low
values of interfacial tensicn and was the method employed in the
experiments described, Fssentially the "dr:p-weight" method consists
of f.rc.ing the oil through a fine :apillary to be released in
individual drops into the surrounding water The volume of the drop
as it is released gives a measure cf the interfacial tension provided
the drops are fcrmed suffic.iently sbow" -  Thus the interfacial
tensi cnow is related to the vclume of the drop according to the
equation.

OW = Vo ". W /'

where 2a is the ex-erma. d-ameter .-f Ikhe capi~iary, /w , s the
difference in dJ.nsitie of the wae-r 9_nd -il, V,- the volume of the
oil d.'op -ind g the a .e/erati.r6 du- ts gravi-y F', the same oil
.:ntair.in~g sma-e.am;ut~~s of th.- J.I'er-?rt detergents /w - may

.'3naln~g &~a.-. amunt of he ' d /
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be taken as a constant to a first approximation and the interfacial
tension of the oil containing detergent and the sea water f' ODW
can be compared directly with that of the untreated oil-sea water
by expressing it as a percentage in the equation

A odv Vod .100% (2)
ow Vo

Corrections to equations (1) and (2) must be made because all

of the oil does not completely leave the tip of the needle as the
drop is released and the interracial tension may not act vertically.
In this connection a correction factoro which is a function of
the needle diameter and the volume of the drop must be applied to
equation (1) to give

o ov(/w JA)g imow ovY 2 r a (3)

and to equation (2) giving

rVod .o

whereyodw and Yo, are the corrected interfacial tensions.

According to Davies and Rideal (5) in "Interfacial Phenomena"
the factc- 0 is the same for all liquids and use has been made of
Figure 1-e3 of this book in making correction to the measurements.

(b) Experimental

The interfacial tension apparatus shown in Figure 5 consists of
a hypodermic needle and a pyrex syrinp joined to a precision bore
pyrex tube calibrated to 0.01 ml, (limb A). Air pressure to form the
drops was supplied to limb A by running water into a suitable
reservoir, The drops were released into the sea water which was
contained in limb C. The third limb was added to facilitate the
initial filling of the apparatus. The end of the hypodermic needle
had been ground flat and, prior to each measurement, was dipped in
a silicone fluid. The measurements were made in a thermostat/c"
bath at a temperature of 21.5 - 0.1 C. Because of the rapid loss
of the volatile fractions from crude oil this work was carried out
with Navy 75-50 fuel oil as the base oil and this was released into
sea water. Preliminary experiments showed that convenient measurements
could be made with concentrations of 2% by volume of detergent blended
into the oil.

The air pressure was regulated over the first few drops so that
the time of formation of the drops was of the order of 11 to 2
minutes, For the smallest drops (with the better detergents) some-
what smaller times were accepted. According to the size of the drops
the number forming 0.1 ml. or the volume for 25 drops was determined
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such that an efflux of a minimum Q, 0 1 mi. was jserved for the oil
containing detergents. For the ba e .' aic, the volume of 10 drops
was determined. It was noticed that the time of formation of drops
was approximately constant over the period of efflux and this
indicates that if any absorption of the surfactin . from the interface
irto the 3ea water occurs it is rct appre:iabie in its influence on
the interfacial tension at the cz.n.c ntratizns involved (approximately
0.1 m. oil containing 2% detergent ro. 4 cc. sea water).

Figure 6 shows a typical dr p "just before release) formed with
the base oil containing 2% of a moderately good detergent. A value
of 28.1 dyn. cm. - (25.6 uncorrected, was found for the interfacial
tension between the base oil and sea water using equation (3).
Values of the interfacial tension for the nil containing 2% of the
different detergents before and after correction are expressed as
a fra:!tion of this in Table 7-

Measurements of the interfacial tensions of two of the detergents
(Nos. 17 and 51) were made at different concentrations to determine
the concentration dependence. The normallsed interfacial tension
relative to the base oil plotted against the cincentration is shown
on a log-linear scale in Figure 8 for the two detergents. Straight
lines have been drawn acccrding to the equation.

Z -c/rno odw = e

ow 
(5)

where C is the per-cent concentrati:n by volume and m is a constant
different f.)r the two detergents.

Since it is known that dr,:p 51?.e inoreases with the rate of
formation of the drops because of the fcrmati:)n -f a tail to the
drops, measurements were made in order to estimate the significance
of this effect with one of the detergents - No. 17, at a concentra-
tion of 2%. For this measurement a hypodermic needle of larger
external diameter (0.066 cm.) was used t.3 give bigger drops. The
larger d:ops were needed to interrupt a Light beam to a photo-electric
cell which was made to operate a Schmitt triggcr and thence a camera
which sinultaneously photographed thf :alibrated limb of the inter-
facial tension apparatus and a 10 second stcp watch, a count being
recorded on a digital counter. The light source and lens, the photo-
electric cell, and the stop watch were in watertight jackets in the
thermcstatic bath. Flat plate windows were inserted in the water-
containing limb of'the interracial tension apparatus and a black
cellulose paint was used to limit the beam to a narrow pencil of light.
Figure "' shows a photograph of the complete apparatus. As the
pressure was increased the size of the dr:ps increased and their volume
was ralclilated from the volume required t. form ten drops at each
pressure The effect of the time .of fcrmation on drop size and hence
on the calculated interfacial tension for sample No. 17 is shown in
Figure 9. The dashed line indicates the value of the interfacial
tensicn expec.ted from the previ.:us measurement with the smaller hypodermic
needle wi-h a time or drop formati)n of i minutes, showing good agreement.

II
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(c! Discussv3n of Resuts

T~bi 7 zhh 'd.t h-il the de ergents studied were effective in
reducing the ir,-erfa: al r-nsor between the base oil and sea water.
The time of formation of the drops is not important for times of s
formati.n greater -then i minutes as is evident from Figure 9 and would
not significantly aiter the values given in Table 7. However, the
Tstimated accuracy of the measuremente in Table 7 is no b~tter than
-3% at a v.alue of 20% relaTive ,o the base oil and about -0.5% at 1%
relative to the base oil This azcuracy is considered reasonable in
view of the small values of the interfa.!ial tension.

The ccncentration dependence of the interfacial tension with the
two detergents No. 17 and 5i approaches the logarithmic law of
equation 5 as is evident from Figure 8. It is unlikely, however, that
this law holds for all the detergents in view of the different solvents
and the differing hydrophilic-lipophilii nature of the surfactant
molecules, but it may serve as a first approximation and is included
for that reason. Acccrding to the logarithmic law the values of m would
range from 0.50 for sample Nc. 51 to 1.4L for sample No. 4 and the
concentrations required t3 reduce the interfacial tensions to any
particular value would be in the same proportions. Sample 4 appears to
be the least effective in reducing the interfacial tension from Table 7,
and was also less effective in the emulsifying tests

The increasing drop size with increasing rate of formation of the
drops shown in Figure 9 fcr sample No. 17 is due in part to the forma-
tion of a tail t.o the drops, but is also dependent upon the rate of
diffusi-n of the surfact:an molecules to the surface of the drops; that
is the size of the drops is dependent in part on the age of the surface.
rhis is only important when the time of formation of the drops is less
than one minute.

Returning to Table 7, the most effective detergents in reducing
the interfacial tension between the base oil and sea water would
appear to be sample N..s. :.1, 8, 22, 5 and I in that order. One problem
raised by this method was the indication that much smaller quantities
of detergent u:uId be su 'ffeent tN emul I fy the oil, than were found
to be required in pra:tice. This is in part almost certainly due to
the much more effi-ient mixing in the laboratory tests.

Because ,of the man-hours required for these determinations, one
operator being fully occupied in doing a maximum of four tests in a
day, this method was used mainly as as. aid in determining cost/effective-
ness of materialE purchased by Director of Contracts.

7. A Ncte on Detergent Ar.aly;'s

The maioritj. of the ma.erials Zupplied were solutions of
surfactar:ts Irn hydrozarbon Ec.vents, In some cases there were also
present nltrogenous materials, and water, which interfered with the
rem,vaL -A s-o'_vcnts b istoTla~ion, and which needed to be checked
for in the disti!Lat.a

I....e•
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The solvent was removed frcm -he amplt b) vacuum distillation
to the first indication of breakd.wj of the re.idue and the weight/
weight c¢ntent calculated. In the initial stages the ltIvent fractions
were character.sed as hydrocarbons and the gr-se na-,re of the
material interred from boi.ing raoge/specaf " gravaty/refra tive
index, later it was possible to add m.cre dc-ail t.) these observations
by quantitative infra red, extracl.on cf the aromatic and olefin
fraction with sulphuric acid/pbosphrus pentoxide, !IP Method 145/55)
gas chromatography and finally by fluorescent indicator adsorption
analysis on silica gel (IP Method 156/67 T), In general these methods
showed fair agreement. The F I.A results were more readily obtained
and showed greater consistency. The suivents were from a comparatively
narrow bciling range, the majority being between 150-240DCo

In some cases the distillation of solvent caused the sample to
lose nitrogen bases, these were determined separately by steam
distillation of the sample made alkaline with sodium hydroxide. The
nitrogenous bases being trapped in standard acid and the excess
acid titrated.

The residues were characterised by infra-red spectrometry and
in some cases examined further by liquid chromatography by the methods
described by Longman and ffilt.n (8). This aspec-t was however,
severely restricted by staff shortage,

The majority of surfactants were fouLd tz be ethy.ene oxide
condensates, or mixtures containing such compounds. The leaching
of ethylene oxide condensats from the treated cil into sea water
was examined In a limited number .'f _!ases The emulsaon at the end
of 5 h-ur swirling in the STET test wa- starred in,- 3 litres of 3%
sodium -hl:ride solution. The resu ting emusion was allowed to
separate and the lower clear water lajer examined for surface active
material ially this was by surfac.e tensizn measurements using
the du Noly Tensiometer (IP 90/55 T)° The results were compared with
standard s,,.Iutions made from the detergent under examination. It was
found in some cases that the results indicated that far more surface
active material had leachedinto the sea water than had been originally
added to emulsify the oil. Limited w-rk t'. try and leach surface
active material from untreated cr.de *--l into sea water was unsuccessful,
so this method was abandoned.

There are several methods for determining ethylene oxide
condensates, It had been hoped to use a thn layer chromatographic
method (0.;, but due to the delay in the supply of reagents for this
the metho.d proposed by Kho and Stolten 19) and 7'1 was used. The
results are given in Table 8,

..........
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8. Non-Deerent Materials

In addition to detergents a variety of other materials the
majoraty being oil sinkers were received at AOL. These were:-

(a) Crystalline materials for scattering on beaches

at low tide.

(b) A liquid for treating absorbents to make them
lipophi lic.

(c) Absorbing materials.

(d) A coagulant.

(a) Crystalline Materials

It was suggested that these materials could be scattered over
an oil contaminated beach at low tide, or onto a clean beach at low
tide on which it appeared likely that oil would come ashore on the
next tide. The use of equipment for gritting icy roads was suggested
for scattering the crystals. Then as the tide came in, the crystals
would dissolve forming a "powerful" cleaning solution which would
lift the oil off the beach, or prevent it settling on the beach, so
that it could be carried out to sea with the receding tide.

TC 14O is sold as a degreaser for concrete floors in garages, etc.,
and is a highly alkaline powerful degreasant. Tests with TC 4O on
crude oil soaked sand in the laboratory were not very promising.
Emulsification tests were carried out by dissolving the crystals in
sea water and then emulsifying the solution with oil. This produced
a very unstable emulsion which rapidly separated out into oil and
salt water (See Table 1).

TC 57 is similar to Tc 4o, but the solution is nearly neutral.
Emulsion stability while still assessed poor, was better than TC 40.

Neither of these products were considered promising enough to
recommend for a large scale trial- Unless very Laige quantities of
crystals were used, dilution by the incoming tide as the crystals
slowly dissolved would give only a very dilute ,olution. Also if
there was sufficient oil on the beach for the crystals to become
completely coated with oil, solution formation as the tide came in
would be very slow. Finally as emulsion stability was poor, any
oil that was "lifted off" the beach as the tid came in, would be
likely to be deposited again as the tide went cu. or 4f carried out
deposited again on another beach.

(b) Lip-ophilic Promoting Liquid

The manufacturers claimed TC 45 could be used to treat any dry
absorbent, e.g. sawdust, straw, at about 5% addition, to make such
materiai iipophilic. It was also claimed that the lipophilic
material could be stored without deterioration; this was considered
to be a hope, rather than a fact proved from long term storage
trials cf bulk material.

/....
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Sawdust treated with 5% of TC was pr>Lkled onto crude oil
flcating o:. sea water. A sufficient -uanty ,f sawdust was used
to just absorb the oil. Initially the oil soaked sawdust floated,
but aver a period of months the majority sank to the bottom of the
container. At the end of eight months the quantity of oil released
from the sawdust amounted to little more than a mono-molecuiar film
on the eurface of the sea water.

Various absorbent materials in grouip C, tnat appeared hydrophilic
in character were treated with 5% of TC 15. In all cases lipophilic
characteristics were improved.

Limited trials were carried out in Devonport Dockyard by staff
of the Captain of Dockyard, and TC 45 assessed as promising.

For dealing with smaller spills the use of this material on a
suitable substrate, e.g. straw, wood shavings, would enable the oil

to be removed from the sea and burnt. Suitable equipment for removing
,e oil soaked substrate from the sea would have to be developed.

(e) Absorbing Materials

With the exception of two non-granular samples TC 147 and 148,
all materials were tested for oil absorption and retention of the
absorbed oil, The method used was aa fcllows:-

Into a 500 ml measuring cylinder was placed 400 ml of sea water
and 10 ml of crude oil was floated on the surface. Sufficient
absorbent was sprinkled onto the surface to just absorb the oil, and
the weight of absorbent used determined. Dry sand, as a cheap
readily available material was included in these tests The results
are given in Table 9.

T%' 74, TC 93 and TC 118 on these limited tests appeared
satisfactory absorbent/sinking agents for crude oil. The oil had
not reappeared on the surface some months later when the cylinders
were rersved and washed up, TC 93 (a treated chalk) was in finely
powdered form. TC 74 and TC 116 were in larger particles and
tended to sink through the oil layer more rapidly withc.ut absorbing
as much oil as their potential capal:ity. All these three were
already lipophilic and there was little probable advantage in
treating these with TC 45.

A sample of natural sponges TC 100 appeared highly lipophilic,
but unless some means could be devised to incorporate these lumps
of sponge into a continuous process for absorbing oil, squeezing
it out and then absorbing oil again, their use wcu.ld be very
restricted.

Two types of glass fibre "mat", TC 147 a thin (approximately
2 mm) rather brittle sheet, and TC 1 8 a thicker (approximately
20 mm) softer and more flexible sheet were examined. Both materials
show lipophilic properties and readily absorb crude oil, probably
due to the resin treatment of the fibres. Both materials after

/i



soaking in sea water will absorb crude oil, with the displacement of
T.he sea water, although complete displacement does not occur.

This type of material can be unpleasant to handle, and its
disposal when soaked with oil, other than by burying, would be a
problem. For this reason the use of other materials that could be
burnt, e.g. sawdust treated with TC 45 or plastic foam would appear
preferable.

(d) A Ccagulant

It was claimed that TC 62 when mixed with its weight of crude
oil wouli solidify it, so that it could be removed as a "ake".

TC 62 was sprayed into the oil floating on sea water, mixed with
sea water and the oil added, and sprayed with a powerful jet into
oil floating on sea water so that all components were vigorously
mixed together. In all cases an increase in viscosity of the oil
layer occurred, but no "cake" was formed, and the oil TC 62 mixture
had to be treated as a liquid for removal purposes.

This material appeared to offer no practical advantage in
dealing with spilt oil.

9• Discussion

It has been shown that the performance of the detergents varied
according to whether the emulsion was prepared under high energy or
low energy conditions. All detergents were tested in fact under high
energy cjrnliticns (the emulsification stirring test in DG Ships/6992).
When rep)rts from those dealing with the f'cating oil indicated that a
low energy test would be more appropriate, the swirling table emulsion
test was develiped, and was used for the final assessment on emulsion
properties. The high energy test was still used for initial sorting as
it was considered that if there was a rapid breakdown of the emulsion
fo:med in this test, a poor result would be obtained with the low
energy swirling table test (STET). Considering the results obtained
using the Kuwait crude oil, all the detergents assessed good with the
STET were assessed good on the 5 hour assessment in the DGS/6992
emulsification test. The limits laid down in this test - a maximum
of 1 m.1 of oil and/or 15 ml of water released from the emulsion after
5 hours, were taken as a failure limit. After the first week when
samples awaiting test started to accumulate, a detergent with a
definite failure in the emulsion test or assessed 4 or 5 in the
cleaning test, whichever test was done first, was put to one side and
no more work undertaken.

Measurement of interfacial tens;on was tried as another way of determir-
ing the e1fficiency of the detergents. Possibly thiE method gives as good
an answer as any in terms of absolute merit assuming ideal conditions
of application and mixing. In practice this will not occur, the
detergent losing volatile when it is sprayed, some oil receiving too
little and some too nuchdetergent, and mixing likely to be poor except

/ ......



where the 'i1 film is very thin. .. there wa a siilarity in
the order ,f merit of detergents d= crmd by %.hi., and the SPET method,
the latter was considered the more -ia!istic test for picking the
better products.

All the detergents used and all the mcre highly rated products were
hydrocarbon solutions of surfactantsE Sz.me aqueous solutione were
submitted TC 71, 77, 99, 101, 110, 117, 119, 120, 121, but thesc all
gave a 5 rating in the cleaning test and in most cases emulsion
stability was only fair.

It was expected that non-ionic surfactants would be found in
detergents offered for emulsion formation with sea water. In fact
the majority of detergents contained mixtures of non-ionic and ionic
surfactants - the latter being present in the order of 10% or less
in the mixture. It was suggested that the presence of a small amount
of ionic surfactant enhanced the activity of the non-ionic part. All
the detergents rated good for emulsion properties contained a mixed
non-ionic and ionic surfactant.

The nature of the hydrocarbon selvent without dotbt affecis the
efficiency cf the detergent. It appears that at least 20% needs to
be aromatic in nature. It seems likely th.t it is necessary for there
to be a proportion of aromatics to carry the surfactants into the oil.
All except one of the highly rated detergents had a solvent containing
20% or more of aromatics. It has been argued that the toxicity of the
sclvents increased with increasing aromatic content, but. this factor
was not considered at the time. Haligenated solvents were however
banned as they were considered a healt- hazard to the users - ore
detergent in particular contained 72% of carbon tetracbloride.

The non detergent materials were not used around the Co:rnish
peninsu-la. The only ones which AOI: tests showed to be effective were
a few of the absorbent/sinking materials including the one the French
claimed they used successfully. (It is probabl that what reached
the French coast was the chocolate mousse, the 70 to 80% water in oil
emulsion). This treated chalk is a very fine powder which is known
to scatter in clouds in even a light breeze. The two ether sinkers
which dealt adequately with crude oil in the laboratory were of larger
particle size and tended to sink through the oil rather fast without
seemingly taking with them as much oil as -they could absorb. There
must be some balance between the most efficient parti:le size for
sinking of the oil with the least difficulty in applicaticn.

It was also noted that there were possibilities in the use of a
liquid claimed with some justification to be lipophilic promoting.
This might in conjunction with straw, wood shavings, etc., be of
value in dealing with smaller oil spills, or treating booms to be
placed across estuaries.

AOL was required to advise Director of Contracts (Navy) on the
best products to buy and using the STET and cleaning test the "top-
ten" detergents were picked. This in fact grew to thirteen due to
changes in formulation and a late recei-ed sample. Table 10 in this
report in fact lists fourteen and Table 11 lists some of the other



detergent- wru :h were used -r th ri- ru-.n mu.. Le;ue they
were avalaA&e very quickly.

MtuLV manufacturers were disapp,'.nted in 'hat the.r .v_'duz's were
not on tiie recmmended list, but in tne majrity of cases, products
formuiated f-ir another use, were taKen r, ff rhe shelf and hspefilly
submatted to AWT, One firm in fact urthink-ngl .:ffered a product
which .hey were using with succesc. c~ean ships tanks. They over-
looked the fact that in normal use- was an advantage if the
emuls_;.i f.rne during cleaning broke rapidly ,r, standing so that
the oii couid be recovered.

ADL were also required to ass:st Direct~or :f Contracts in
assecsing if the prices charged for detergents were fair and
reasonable The analytical data ortaned by AOL which showed
surfactant content to vary from less than 5% to 50%, and "solvents"
to vary from water To nearly 100% aromasics, did enable an estimated
cost 3 be !aclated. This was ave'fa*ble tot Dire-tor of Contracts
(Navy) ir, his negotiations on prizes,

10, Conclu-,ons

(1) From fig,_res supplied by the manufacturers the production capacity
of' detergents in this country is mere than adequate to meet any future
emergern y si-Liar to the wrecking -if the Tarre- Canyon, even if the
cil :reeaseI was greater by a facto- f C- or 3 Additional supplies
cou-d Is]: be cbtained from many Eurcpean, cuin rieE.

(2) An efficient detergent is likely to contain F. mixed non-ionic/
1--n.: surfac-r ant dissoived in a hydrc-carbon soivent- of wbich a
min.:mu-, cf abcve 2C% will be arcmatic in nature.

'3} oa~e u-f the wide range if -Irmulativns offered and the
d ff-_-.nct an zest results$ ;t wu d seem prudent to produce a
specifi-a-:orn, essentially ba.ed -.n perfo.-rmance tests, and to have
an approved I.st ,f detergents before the next Tcrrey Canyon type
of incident. AOL Is producing a specfilcation to govern purchases
r'cr Nalvy use.

(4) Of tht' varioi ;ther materielt and suaggestions submitted to
AO,, o',-y the use of sinking mate:ials appeared a practical proposition
for deali.ng with a large oil spill. From the limited work on these
materials, the two main problems wou.Ld be !a) the design of efficient
apparatus f'r shipboard use to sza'ter the sinker and b) the determina-
ticn of -ptimum particle size/wtight cf sinkers to prevent either
blowing away in windy conditions o. sanking too rapidly through the oil
before atsorptacn can occur-
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APPENDIX A

Extract from Material Specification No. DG Ships/6992

Bilge Cleaning Material

1. Scope

This specification covers the supply of a liquid cleaning material

suitable for use in bilges of machinery spaces of HM Ships.

The material shall be suitable for application by means of a

portable sprayer, working under a pressure of 25 psi.

The material shall combine with accumulations of 
fuel, lub. oil

and grease and when washed with a jet of sea water a stable emulsion
shall be formed.

4. Materials

The bilge cleaning material shall be a homogenous blend of
chemicals, free from suspended matter or sediment, and stable in
storage for at least 12 months within the temperature range of

14 to 140 0F. It shall be non-toxic, non-corrosive and shall not

require the use of any special protective clothing. 
It shall not

have an abnoxious smell or be unpleasant in use in confined spaces.

6. Testing

Samples taken from any portion of the supply shall comply with

the following requirements:-

Test Test Limit Method

Flash point OF %41_ IP.34

Explosivity % Max. 10 Fed. Standard

791 No. 1151

Cleaning properties More than 95% of the Appendix A

FFO film removed

Emulsification properties
after 5 hours Appendix B

Oil separation ml Max. 1

Water beparation ml Max. 15



A. Cleaning Test

5 gram of Admiralty reference furnace fuel oil "I" is brushed
over a 12" a 12" metal panel (Aluminium alloy N.S4 is a suitable
material). The panel is stoved at 1200 C for 18 hours, in a horizontal
position. After cooling, the panel, in a vertical position, is
sprayed with 50 ml of the cleaning material, allowed to stand for 30
minutes, and then washed with a jet of synthetic sea water (made up
to the formulation in method IP.135) until no further oil is removed.

B. Emulsification Test

40 ml lubricating oil OEP-69 ) Are placed in a Herschel tube
30 ml 'ynthetic sea water ) and stirred at 1500Oz for j
(made up as in method IP.135) ) 5 minutes at room temperature.
10 ml cleaning material )

The emulsion is allowed to stand at 600F + 5°F and te volumes of
emulsion, water and oil noted at 1, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 hours.

(This is a modification of method 11 of DNF.2000)



TABLE I

RESULTS OF EMULSIFICATTON AND CLEANING TESTS

Emulsification Test

Sample - With OEP 69 With Crude Oil Cleaning

Ref. After 5 hours After 24 hours Atter ) hurs After 24 hours Assessment

ml, of ml. of ml. of ml, of mL cf il o ml. of ml. of
oil vater oil water Gl water oil water

TC 1 Tr 7 - - Tr 14 1 17 1
TC 2 2 23 - - - - - 3
TC 3 Tr 4 - - 1 3 2 11 1

TC 4 0 9 - - Tr 0 Tr 4 4
TC 5 0 13,5 - - 0 4.5 Tr 16 1
TC 6 0 21 - - 0 4 Tr 13 1
TC 7 0 22 - - 0 7 0 17 3
TC 8 Tr 0 - - - - - - 1
TC 9 0 6 ...... 1
TCO0 0 0 . .. ... 1

TC 11 Tr 18 - - Tr Tr 17 3
TC 12 Tr 18 .. . ... 1
TC 13 40 21 - - - 3
TC 15 0 19 - - 0 8.5 1 19 1

'TC 16 0.5 0 - - 0 12 0 20 5
TC 17 Tr 0 - - 0 C 0 1 2
TC 18 Tr 18 - 0 12 2
TC 19 0 7 5 - 0 3 -- 5

TC20 0 65 0 6 0 6,5 18 2

TC 21 Tr 8 . . . ... 1
TC 22 0 6 - 0 3.5 2 14 3
TC 23 0 17 - - 0 8 Tr 19.5 1
TC 24 0.5 5 - - 0 0 1 4 2
TC 25 Tr 6.5 - - G 6,5 0.5 18 3
TC 27)

C2) 2 29 - - - - - ITC 28)
TC 29 2 31 - - - - - - 5
TC 30 Tr 17.5 - - 0 5 0 16 5

TC 31 Tr 7 - - 0 1.5 Tr 7 4
TC 32 0 17 - - 0 5 5 0 16 3
TC 33 0 9 - - - 5
TC 34 0 - - . .. 5

•TC 35 0 5 .- - - 5
TC 36 Tr 15 - - 0 65 C 17.5 1

TC 37 Tr 13 - - - - - 5
TC 38 0 7 - - 0 4 - - 4
TC 39 0 6 - - 0 2 - - 5
TC 4O 28 34 - - -.

Tr * Trace



Table 1- MPeet 2

Emulsificati .n 'est

Sample With OEP-69 With Crude Oil

Ref. Afto.r 5 hours After 24 hours After 5 hours After 24 hours

MI. 0 e ml. of ml. of ml, of ml. of mil of ml. of ml. of

oil water oil water oil water oil water

TC 43 17 29 - - 3 3 10 -- 3 1
TC 44 2 28 - - - - - - 1
TC 47 0 14,5 - - - - 5
TC 48 12 - - 0 5 0 15 3
TC 49 1 28 - - 0.5 2.5 2 9 2
TC 50 4 0 - - 5 0 11 0 3

*TC 51 Tr - - 0 0 Tr 15 3
TC 52 Tr 16 - - 1 4 - - 1
TC 53 13 8.5 - - - 2

*TC 54 42 5.5 .- -. I
TC 55 Tr 19 - - - - - 2
TC 56 0 6 - - 0 5 1 15 3
TC 57 2 35.5 - - - - - -

TC 58 2.5 29.5 - - - - 5
TC 59 1,5 30,5 - - 0 0 0 Tr 5
TC 6o 1 24 - - - - - 2

TC 61 2.5 31 - - 0 0 40 40 3
TC 63 1 3 - - 1 5 2 15 1
TC 64 7 0 - - - - 1
TC 65 5 22 2
TC 66 2 33 . .. ... 1
TC 67 0 16,5 - - 0 5 0 14 1
TC 68 1,5 11 - - 0 2 0 29 5
TC 69 10 0 - - 0 0 0 10 1
TC 70 Tr 21 - - - - - - 2

TC71 - - - - - - - - 5
TC 72 0 6 0 17 1 11 1 26 2
TC 73 2 21 - - - - - - 4
TC 75 Tr 21 - - 0 5 0 15 2
TC 76 18 16 - - - - - - I
TC 77 8 29.5 - -. 5
TC 78 0 18 - - - - - - 4
TC 79 0 16 - - 0 5 0 15 4
TC 80 2 30.5 - - Tr 28 39 29 5

TC 81 1 15 - - - - 3
TC 83 1,5 30.5 - - 1 0 2 0 3

*TC 84 0 0 Tr 5 2 Tr 3 6 4
TC 85 4 18.5 - - 0 3 1 9 4
TC 86 Tr 18 - - 0 8 1 9 3
TC 87 1.5 18.5 - - 0 6 0 17 5
TC 88 0 15 - - - - 3
TC 89 0 8 - - 0 6 Tr 16 5
TC 90 0 12 5 - - 0 2 Tr 7 4

Tr = Trace /........



Table I - Sheet 3

Sample With OEP-69 Wc- Crude ~iL Cleaning
Ref. - Assessment

After S hours After 24 hours .'-=r After 2- hz-urs

L of ml of mdcf ml of F2 f M, cf ml ,f M, . 3.c
' wster 01.I water I. wattr CI water

TC 91 0 27-5 - - 0 3 Tr II 4
TC 92 0 10 - - 0 6 Tr 5
TC 94 2 30 - - C 29 0 30 4
TC 95 0 15 - - 0 3 10 2
TC 96 0 5 15.5 - - 0 6 Tr l. 1
TC 97 0.5 0 1 2 G 0 1 0 4
TC 98 0 0 Tr 4 0 . 4 3
TC99 0 11.5 - - 13 1 19 5

TC101 0 315 - - 0 2- 50 30 5
TCIO2 0 15 - - C Tr 1- 2
TC1O3 Tr 13.5 - - 1 3 2 1, 5
TC1O4 0 2 Tr 5- C
TC105 1.5 0 2 2 C 0 0 5
TClO6 3 0 4 0 0 C 0 2
TC1O7 Tr 3 Tr i: 0 7
TC1O9 1 17 - - 0 3. Tr .0 1
TCIIO 2 33 - - C .3 . 15

TC1l. Tr 16 ..- - -

TC1I5 12 - - 0 5 Tr
TCl 6 i 0 4 Tr .... 5
TC17 16 i - - 5. o o
TCiI9 3 20 - - . . 30 5
TC120 - - -...

TC121 40 34 -. ... 5
TC122 1 7 - Tr 6 15
TC12.) 50 30 - - C -6 4
TC124 20 21 - - _
TC126 0 12 - - 0 6 Tr I
TC127 0 15 - - 0 0 13 4
TC128 41 7 ... - - 3
TC129 55 25 - - - - 1
TC130 2 15 3 26 C C 1 9 3

TC131 0 15 0 23 0 6 0 17 3
TC132 - - - - - - -
TC133 11 14 32 C 50 18 3
TC134 0 I Tr 23 C C 15
TC135 30 30? 30 32 6 -

TC136 C i0 Tr 2 C 9 C 20

Tr = Trac- /........



Sample Wi~h OEP-%. it Cf iJd Ci*-C'ean, i
Ref. A r .I~A ~ ~ T . Assessmen.

MLL f ffl. f4 MI: T,--.. £ f2 M~ f1 x! :f

TC1 38 5-
TC139 7

TC139C 0 9

M4h1 c 37 - - - 5
TC14i2 42 -z 0 L1

TC14U 0 23C

TC)).5 C, 3 C' 3
M41~6 ~- 4 0 15 5~

*Notes

TCB8, 9 and .0 G W - ne i--T, cfr~: -A." .f :r~same isefial.

i~~:~1- 4-~ -i- h -i g- r t m-x;ref

T--33, 3-t- ' C -7 ±r. ,7 d. w -. d rvz be
37, 53, 5 - b. f r
84 and i3; a -tp -

T C.5 1 i Ia T -, - b v.:h '-he eamuiE.fier
t4



TAB1 2

An abridged list of ,-> " ' ta^ned
in the Swir 'ing Tab . ELi~~' T t

...... _ . T'"

Sample Reference A, j IC 5 T 10 TC 17 TC 24

Treatment Rate % 5 10 20 iO 20 - ;0 20 5 10 20 5 10 20

Rating after 1 hr swirling 5 5 5 2 2 2 1 4 i h 2 1 5 5 5
Rating after 2 hrs swirling 5 5 5 42 i 1 1 4 1 1 5 5 5
Rating after 3 hrs swirling 5 5 e 2 1 1 I 3 1 1 4 4 4
Rating after 4 hrs swirling 5 5 5 2 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 4 4 4
Rating after 5 hrs swirling 5 5 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 1 4 4 4

Rating Number (Unweighted) 20 20 19 5 5 3 0 0 0 12 3 0 17 17 17

Rating Number ?Weighted) 60 60 55 15 i5 6 0 0 0 33 10 0 48 48 48

Sample Reference TC 30 TC 36 TC 39 TC 49 TC 63

Tre&tment Rate % 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20 5 10 20

Rating after I hr swirling 5 4 4 5 L 4 2 3 5 5 4 5 5 4
Rating after 2 hrs swirling 5 4 3 5 5 4 3 3 1 5 4 3 5 5 3
Rating after 3 hrs swirling 5 4 2 4 3 2 - 3 1 4 5 ?
Rating after . hrs swirling 5 4 2 5 5 3 2 1 4 3 1 3 4 2
Rating after 5 his -swirling 5 3 1 5 5 4 2 2 1 4 3 1 2 3 2

Rating Number (Unweigh'ed) 20 14 7 20 ,0 1S 10 8 2 17 13 5 12 17 9

Hating Number Wegh te) 60 40 14 60 60 2.5 26 19 2 38 34 7 34 31 2



TAB3LK} 3

Unweig.hted Rating NuI-aLt ;_btained ain the
Swirling Table Em'sfiatn esEmSwl 2aticn Test

Treatment Pate 5% 10% 20%
Rating Units Sample Reference (Prefixed TC)

10, 51, I07 10, i6, 51, 61, 107 10, 16, 17, 31, 51, 61
98, 107 (4) (69) (22)i 16 97, 38, 97,

2 38, (69) 39,
3 I 

4. 5, 69, 83, 22

4
5 5 5 49, 127
6 (69) 31 (4) 1, 32
7 - 69, 83 30, 92, 106 i56)
8 38 39 _
9 -- 

56, 63, 134
39, 98 1, 4, 92, 106, 134 (22)67 104, 67

- ~ 98
U 7103, 

09, 122, 12613 - 20, '9 20, 2,, 126, 134
14 63) 69, 83, 92, 30, 56, 103, 134 115, 136

1c6, ' . 7 (56)'
4, 22, 97 22, 32, 122, 12T 25, 36

16 (i 109, 126 2
27 24, 31, 49, 115, 126 21, 24, 63, 104, 115 6, 24
18 20, 134, 127, (13L) 126 48
19 - 136 3, 102
20 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 18, 7, ii, 18, 23, 96ii, 18, 21, 23, 23, 25, 36, 48, 96,

25, 30, 32, 36, 48, 102
56, 96, 102, 103,
104, 109, 122,
126, 136 (22) (56)

NP Where e number is in brackets it deriotes repeat values obtained
at me later date.



TAIiLE 4

Weighted Rating Numbers, obtained in the
Swirling Table Emulsification Test

Treatment Rate 5% 10% 20%

Rating Units Sample Reference (Prefixed TC)

0 10, 51, 107 IO, 16, 51, 61, 10, 16, 17, 31, 51,
107 98, 61, 107

1 16 97 38, 97,
2 - 38 39
3 98 69
4
6 4, 5, 22
7 49
9 31 1

10 61 17 -
ii - 83
13 32
14 - - 30
15 5 5 -
17 - 69 -
18 - - 92, 106
19 36 39 -
20 - -
21 - 83 -
22 - - 56
23 - 104
24 106, 92
25 - 63, 109
26 39 - -
30 98 4 -
31 - - 103
33 17 - 122, 126
34 63 49 21
35 - - -
36 - - 134
37 69, 92, 106 56, 134 -
38 - 20 20
40 30, 103
41 - 122
42 83 109 -
45 4, 22, 97 22, 32 25, 36
46 31 63, 1O4, 126 2
48 24, 49, 126 21, 24 24
51 134 - 6, 48
55 20 - 3,102
60 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, ii, 18 2, 3, 6, 7, 11, 18 7, 11, 18, 23, 96

21, 23, 25, 30, 32, 23, 25, 36, 48, 96,
36-48, 56, 96, 102, 202
103, i04, 109, 122



TABLE 5

Grouping of results from Swvrling Tabie Lmuisaon Tests

Group I Group II Group III
Gcod emulsifier Moderate emulsifier Poor emulsifier

". '- "4- ' I-. 4- "4 4- 4i °

i0 * 0 N) %k + 4) NI ig

"+1 E-4 0 20 i0 NI9

*16 40 NI + 1 25 61 28.5 NI + I low *25 10 NI 58

*98 5 NI + 1 99 36 12 NI + I low
38 50 NI High 2 30 NI + 1 7.5
97 10 NI + 1 99 *24 4o NI 7.0
39 20 NI High 6 24 NI + 1 43
*69 33 NI + I 62.5 48 10 NI High
4 17 NI 81.5 3 30 NI 2 16

*65 21 NI + 66 102 14 NI 73
*22 30 NI 94 7 1 NI + I 15
39 50 NI + i 17 21 30 NI 28.5
9 33.5 NI 24 18 25 NI I 76
83 17 NI 84 23 28 I 90
32 19 NI + I 9 96 12 NI + I
30 30 NI 91

92 10 NI 2

106
*56 12 NI 57
104
109
103
122 NI
21 10 NI

NI Non-ionic
I Ionic
* Indicates most efficient proaucts according to DGS/6992 emulsion test.



TABLE 6

Modified Swirling Table Emulsifiation Test to

compare the efficiencies of various detergents for

beach cleaning.

Rating UnitsRatngnit Sample Reference Nos,
Unweighted

3 TC 5*

4 TC 17

6 TC 1*/3*/24*/25/6*/19/15

8 TC 51*

15 TC 61

16 TC 20/103

20 TC 96

* Products used to clear Torrey Calyon Oil Spill

-~------------- -------------



TABLE 7

Interfacial Tension

Sample No. % to Standard Corrected

1 7.0. 7.9

3 12.9 14.1

4 26.3 27.5

5 6.2 7.0

7 19.8 21.0

8 2.1 2.5

17 8.0 9.0

20 10.2 11.3

21 9.2 10.2

22 4.9 5.6

23 15.1 16.4

24 12.2 13.3

25 22.8 24.3

51 1.4 1.8

56 19.2 20.4

69 14.5 15.7

97 10.0 11.1

102 14.5 15.7



TALE 8

Loachins of ethylene oxide condenaates from treated cr.4. oil

Sanle No. Weigbt of DOC found Weight added (Mg) Percentage in

in vter (ma) ve te .

TC 5 42.0 55.5 T6

10 48.o 50.5 95

16 37.5 131.5 28

17 43.5 114.0 38

31 .2.0 51.0 82

38 61.5 204.0 30

39 51.0 62.o 82

149 3T.5 4T.6 T9

51 27.5 29.5 93

61 15.0 42.8 35

69 3.0 23.5 13 -

83 28.5 53.0 5.

B.,. Thea results vere obtained from treated crude oil contain. n
20% detergent.

I
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FIGURE ONE Cleaning Test. 6"03" panels after
c lea n ing,
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FIGURE TWO. Emulsion stability test.
a)with oil OEP 69.

b)with crude oil.



FIGURE THREE. The swirling table.
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